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Abstract
We propose an OCS data center network and control system that uses distributed hardware schedulers to reconfigure circuits
every 40ns. The network is scale-resilient to 8192 servers, achieving >92% sustained throughput, with low median (120ns) and
tail (6.6µs) latencies, while consuming 415 pJ/bit.
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Introduction

broadcast traffic with maximized net throughput, as purely the
packet payload is communicated and the need for addressing is
removed. We evaluate the effect of reducing the circuit duration
of PULSE on throughput and latency. Moreover, we investigate the scalability of PULSE by increasing (1) servers per rack
(or servers per sub-network) to 64, 128 and 256 (2) number of
racks (or transceivers per server) to 8,16 and 32.

Cisco’s IP traffic forecast predicts an exponential growth of
the cloud to 20.6 ZB by 2021 [1]. Statistics highlight that
the number of hyper-scale data centres will double and reach
628 to support the growth of the already enormous cloud [2].
Naturally, by 2021, 95% of global traffic will exist in the
cloud. Traditional data centre architectures, based on hierarchical electronic packet switches, cannot sustain high performance
for heavy cloud based applications, because of the long tail
latency, O(100ms), that they incur [3]. Bursty cloud applications are reported to have 90% of packets that are less than
576 bytes in size [4]. Hence, in today’s data centres, there is
a requirement for ultra-fast nanosecond speed, energy-efficient
optically switched network, that is resilient to traffic loads and
can incur low deterministic latency.
Extensive research has been carried out on (optical) packet
and (optical) circuit switching technology to achieve fast
reconfiguration cycles. Optical packet switches require optical buffer/queue management, congestion control and complex
data exchange protocols. They cannot easily replicate the range
of complex methods and functionalities that current electronic
switch ASICs perform. OPSquare [5], Hipoλaos [6] are optical
packet switch architectures that aim to limit average latencies
to approximately O(1µs). OPSquare has increased packet loss
(10%-50%) at high loads (60%-100%). Hipoλaos requires a
complex data plane with large number of components to make
a 1024-port switch; this leads to increased cost and power
consumption. Optical circuit switches like REACToR [7] and
RotorNet [8] have been proposed with reconfiguration time
of O(10µs). RotorNet is oblivious to network traffic/load as it
establishes optical paths in a cyclic manner, taking almost 1ms
to perform a network wide cycle, and it incurs high latency in
non-ideal traffic. REACToR has a scheduling period of 1.5ms.
Hence, in this paper, we propose PULSE, an optical circuit switched (OCS) network and control system with sub-µs
reconfiguration cycles O(10ns). PULSE is a single-hop network (diameter = 1) that inherently supports uni-, multi- and
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Network Architecture

PULSE is a synchronous ultra-fast transceiver based architecture with tunable transceivers and passive star-coupler cores.
The architecture is reconfigured by tuning the wavelength
(WDM) and allocating the timeslot (TDM) at the transceivers
to dynamically establish light paths (circuits). Fig. 1 shows the
PULSE OCS architecture, supporting up to x N -server racks.
In the data plane, top-right of fig.1, each server is equipped
with x fast tunable transmitters and x receivers with fast tunable filters or fast local oscillators (LOs) for coherent reception
that can tune to one of N wavelengths at sub-nanosecond
timescales. Each transceiver connects the server to an N -port
star-coupler sub-network, which in turn connects the server to
one destination rack of servers [9]. The splitting loss of the coupler (3log2 (N ) dB) can be compensated by the use of SOAs at
the transceivers. A total of x2 N × N star-couplers are used to
build the PULSE OCS architecture, where each star, being disjointed, is completely independent in terms of controller, contention, slot/epoch synchronization, clock/data recovery and
communication timeline (epoch and latency overheads).
In the control plane, top-left of fig.1, x local schedulers are
hosted within the rack to minimize the round-trip propagation delay for the request-response handshakes. Each scheduler
deals with the wavelength and timeslot allocation of one particular sub-network. The schedulers that handle inter-rack communication are equipped with optical transceivers to enable
communication with the receivers of different racks.
The communication time-line, as shown by the bottom part
of fig.1, is divided in epochs (reconfiguration cycle). Each
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by W -port AWG de-multiplexer and multiplexer to select the
input for the photo-diode in sub-nanosecond timescales. The
disadvantage of such a receiver is the requirement of large portcount AWG and number of SOAs needed as N scales. The
second receiver (RX2) contains B laser banks, using 3B DSDBR lasers and 3B SOAs as LOs for a coherent receiver. The
increased sensitivity of the coherent receiver also allows for a
larger split in the star coupler as N scales.
The PULSE transceivers require clock/data recovery and
picosecond-level timeslot (and epoch) synchronization with
respect to the other N servers in the sub-network [4]. Here, we
focus on the scheduling aspects and the limits it poses when
scaling into larger networks.

Fig. 1. PULSE architecture: Network and Control
epoch (40-600ns) is composed of T timeslots (20ns). Each
server sends its request with the destination server and number
of slots in advance to the scheduler. The scheduler takes one
epoch to compute the configuration. The response contains the
allocated wavelength, timeslot and SOA configuration for each
transceiver, which is communicated back to the corresponding
source and destination servers.
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Fig. 2 PULSE transceivers: TX: DS-DBR SOA Banks/AWG
RX1: SOA/AWG, RX2:Co-RX with DS-DBR SOA Bank LOs
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Transceiver Architecture

Hardware-based Scheduler

We previously reported a scheduler that locked the wavelength
prior to each 1µs epoch [12]. Here, we propose an ultra-fast
slot-level hardware scheduler O(10ns), which computes wavelengths for every timeslot within the epoch. The scheduler
employs parallelism (spatial and temporal), aiming to minimize epoch length, median and tail latency and maintain high
throughput. It has three stages: contention resolution, register sequencer and resource allocation. The first stage has two
pipelined N × N -port round robin arbiters that resolve contention between source-destination node pairs in parallel. The
second stage has a register sequencer, which checks previously
assigned wavelengths (or random if none is assigned) to select
available wavelengths in parallel. The third stage uses W ×
N -port round robin arbiters to resolve wavelength contention
and grants wavelength-timeslot pairs. An iteration is the processing of the demand through all stages once. The scheduling
algorithm has a state machine, which decides if the current iteration must be used to allocate multiple slots (coarse allocation)
or one timeslot (fine allocation) per server per iteration. The initial (∼R) iterations are used for coarse allocation and the later
iterations are used for fine allocation. Once the wavelengthtimeslot is allocated, the SOA gate configuration at the source

We propose the use of a tunable DS-DBR laser at the transmitter, as shown in fig.2, to achieve tuning across W wavelengths
and support a line rate of 100 Gbps with external modulator.
Each 20 ns timeslot can carry a 250 byte packet, which corresponds to the overall median packet size across various data
centre workflows [10]. Prior experiments have shown that transitions between any pair of 80 wavelength channels (C-band in
1 bank) can complete tuning within 40 ns [9]. Hence, we propose 3 DS-DBRs and 3 SOAs per laser bank, as shown by the
timing diagram in fig.2, to achieve 20 ns timeslots. 1,2,4 (B)
banks are proposed for 64,128 and 256 (N ) server racks, working in different wavelength bands, to provide W = N channels.
The DS-DBRs at the source (and destination for RX2) are
instructed with the wavelengths to tune T -2 timeslots (40 ns)
in advance. In other words, the data plane epoch has an offset of 2 timeslots (plus communication overhead) compared
to control plane epoch. Each 20ns timeslot is preceded by a
SOA gate reconfiguration overhead of 500ps, determined by
the SOA rise/fall time [11]. Only one source or receiver gate is
open at a given timeslot. A 3B port AWG is used to multiplex
the optical signal, which is then modulated.
We propose two options for the receivers, as shown by the
bottom of fig.2. The first (RX1) contains W SOAs surrounded
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Fig. 3 (a) PULSE epoch size benchmarked against throughput and (b) median/tail latency (c) Network energy, capacity and size
(TX) and destination (RX) is also computed for each timeslot (in parallel) to activate the light path. Failed requests are
buffered in the scheduler to retry in consequent epochs.
The efficiency of the scheduler can be maximized by increasing available iterations (I). The three stages were synthesized
on 45nm CMOS ASIC using OpenCell library; the first stage
(slowest of the pipeline) requires a clock period of 2.3, 2.9 and
3.9ns, allowing I = T × 8, 6 and 5 iterations (slightly less for
smaller epochs as first iteration takes 4 cycles), indicated as
T × IN in fig.1, in an epoch for 64, 128 and 256-port systems respectively [13]. The control plane requires one 2 Gbps
transceiver per server to communicate the request/response
(9/32 bits) information within 20ns.
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to buffer the data. Hence, the transmitter buffer size required
(Fig. 3(b) right axis) to support these median and tail latencies is less than 2.56 and 512kB (fits on on-chip memory of a
network interface) respectively. The control system scales with
high tolerance to latency as N scales (upto 256 is shown in Fig.
3(b)) and, being disjointed, has no dependency on x.
Fig. 3(c) showcases the network scalability and the power
consumption. The achievable throughput for x = 8, 16 and
32 (#transceivers/server or #racks) are shown by the bar chart
for N = 64, 128 and 256 server racks, highlighting almost 24
Pbps for a 8192 server OCS network. The numbers on fig.
3(c) indicate the total number of servers in the OCS network.
The network energy consumption is shown by the second yaxis and the red lines in fig. 3(c). The power estimates used
for calculating the network energy consumption are: 1W for
each tunable DS-DBR laser source [14], 0.26W for each SOA
gate [15], 0.4W for modulator [16], 4W for coherent receiver
[17] and 0.63W for photodiode [18]. SOA-based receivers
(RX1) consume high energy (216 pJ/bit at N =64) due to the
number of SOAs needed, also increasing significantly as N
increases (828 pJ/bit). Although coherent receiver technology
consumes high power, RX2 requires relatively fewer SOAs for
high speed wavelength-timeslot selection and consumes lower
power (141-415 pJ/bit).

Simulation and Results

The hardware scheduler was modeled in MATLAB to evaluate
resource matching performance. The generated demand traffic
sends up to 2 requests/server per epoch (R = 2) with uniform
random destination (P (1/N )) and slot demand (P (R/T )). A
Poisson distribution with a mean inter-packet arrival time of
T /R is used.
Fig. 3(a) showcases the throughput achieved by the distributed hardware schedulers at 100% input load. The PULSE
network achieves a sustained 95% throughput for 64 and 128
server racks, regardless of epoch size. For a 256 server rack
(or sub-network), the throughput is 92.5% for small epoch
sizes (40 and 80ns) and it gradually increases to 95% for a
600ns epoch. The PULSE scheduling algorithm achieves sustained throughput of >92%, taking into account a 500ps tuning
overhead for every timeslot [11].
Since scheduler duration matches the epoch size, longer
epochs also result in latency increase. Fig. 3(b) showcases the
median and tail scheduling latency, excluding propagation and
transceiver (serialization, coding) delays, of (N =) 64, 128 and
256-server PULSE racks for 2000 epochs at 50%, 70% and
90% input loads for different epoch sizes (40-600ns). Sub-µs
median latency is achieved for epoch sizes less than 360ns.
At 90% input load (N =256), for 40, 80 and 120ns epochs,
the median latency is 120, 260 and 383ns respectively. The
tail latencies are less than 2 orders of magnitude higher at 6.6,
15.4 and 22.9µs, which is better than the average latency of [5].
While awaiting the scheduler’s response, the transmitters have
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Conclusion

We introduced PULSE, an ultra-fast OCS network architecture
that configures optical circuits at packet timescales. We showcased the control plane to be scale-resilient, specifically to 64,
128 and 256 servers/rack achieving >92% sustainable throughput, and agnostic to the number of racks. PULSE, capable of
re-establishing 40 ns circuits, incurs median and tail latency
as low as 120ns and 6.6µs respectively at 90% input load.
Coherent receiver technology and/or SOA gates could be used
to compensate for the splitting losses of the N -port couplers,
consuming a network energy of 415 pJ/bit.
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